YOU MIGHT BE AN EfM PARTICIPANT

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if you teach Sunday School or lead Youth Group, or

if you sing in the choir and cannot attend Adult Formation.

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if your congregation does not offer Adult Formation.

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if you long to take a deeper look at what Scriptures really say, in context.

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if you are looking for a supportive, caring, interesting group of fellow seekers to share your Christian journey, or

if you are discerning your own vocation for service in Christian discipleship and would appreciate helpful insights.

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if you would enjoy having a method for orderly and creative theological reflection based on scripture, tradition, reason, and personal experience.

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if you could benefit from reflections on your own life and relationships from a Christian perspective.

*You MIGHT be an EfM participant*

if walking together seems better to you than walking alone.

If any or all of these circumstances speak to your reality, you really MIGHT be an ideal EfM participant. Talk to an EfM group member or group mentor or contact the EfM Diocesan Contact: the Rev. Pam Mott, pmott@diocesewma.org